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ABSTRACT 

The ageing management of power plants is nowadays a main issue for all nuclear industry actors: states, 

regulatory agencies, operators, designers or suppliers. Consequently, lots of operators have to deal with 

demanding safety requirements to ensure the operation of power plants. Regarding with fatigue 

assessment of nuclear components, stringent safety standards are synonymous of new parameters to take 

into account in the fatigue analysis process, for instance: new design fatigue curves, consideration of 

environmental parameters or stratification effects. In this context AREVA developed within the integral 

approach AREVA Fatigue Concept (AFC) new tools and methods to live up to operators’ expectations. 

Based on measured thermal loads, the Fast Fatigue Evaluation (FFE) process allows for highly-automated 

and reliable data processing to evaluate time-dependent cumulative usage factors of mechanical 

components. 

This paper presents the latest AREVA research and development activities on the load-stress correlation 

“Fast Fatigue Evaluation” methodology. A surgeline under stratification thermal loadings was time-

dependently analysed during start-up conditions of a nuclear power plant. FFE was used to calculate 

thermal stress and fatigue at relevant locations. The methodology, a comparison of the principle results 

and benefits are presented in the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The safety check against cyclic operational loads, i.e. the fatigue check, takes a central position within the 

ageing management of nuclear power plants (NPPs). It is to be shown that the fatigue ageing mechanism 

(in power plants normally due to cold and hot feed operations) does not result in an increased incipient 

crack probability. AREVA provides its own fatigue monitoring solution as part of the AREVA Fatigue 

Concept (AFC). It serves as a load data provider and uses them as input for three different evaluation 

processes. Fast Fatigue Evaluation was developed by AREVA to directly process temperature 

measurement recorded by a fatigue monitoring system and calculate the stress tensor history and 

cumulative usage factor on component locations. Methodology was tested on a surge line under 

stratification loading conditions. Process, inputs, results and comparisons with a verification CFD 

calculation are presented in the following sections. 

FATIGUE EVALUATION IN NPP’s 

Nuclear standards contain established technical and scientific solutions that have to be verified in order to 

ensure national and international regulatory concerning quality and safety of nuclear installations. As 

designer of mechanical components for nuclear island, ASME section III (2010), RCC-M section I (2007) 

or KTA3201.2 (2013) are some of the well known standards presenting rules and methods for design and 

manufacturing of components. This article deals with a particular aspect of safety criteria: the integrity of 

nuclear mechanical components under pressure. To verify the integrity of components several aspects 
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have to be checked and risks through excessive deformations, progressive deformations, cyclic loadings, 

fast fracture have to be excluded. 

Design temperature and pressure of an equipment are specified at the design stage. These parameters have 

a direct influence on the choice of materials and thickness evaluation of the walls. In the case of cyclic 

loadings thermal and mechanical loadings undergo by an equipment are directly dependent on the 

operating modes of the power plant. In this way the prediction at a design stage of cyclic loading for the 

full lifetime of the equipment requires a lot of conservative assumptions in term of enveloping transients 

and occurrences. To follow the assumptions done in the specifications, historic of operating signals (fluid 

temperature, pressure, full-stand) are important information for engineers. But these signals are 

monitoring the status of the plant and are useful for operating process more than for structural integrity. 

A fatigue monitoring system has to deliver an extra information based on local measurements of 

temperature close to monitored mechanical components. The sensitivity of qualified system should permit 

to track dynamic phenomena like thermo-shocks. As a local measurement system, the hydrodynamic 

assumptions are simplified and engineers collect the thermal loads undergo by the equipments and can 

focus their activities on the post-processing of fatigue check. 

AREVA FATIGUE CONCEPT 

AREVA developed within the integral approach AREVA Fatigue Concept (AFC) tools and methods 

against fatigue for a multiple step and multidisciplinary process (process engineering, fatigue monitoring, 

fatigue analyses etc.). The structure and the modules of the AFC are shown in Figure 1. 

AREVA offers FAMOSi cf. Heinz and Wu (2014) as a modern central data logging system (“FAMOSi 

Local Measurements” in Figure 1. This is the central data provider for the entire fatigue assessment 

process. Subsequently, a qualified load evaluation by system engineering takes place and allows for the 

compilation of a model transients catalogue and an update of design transients (see left branch in the 

scheme of Figure 1. This part is not described in further detail in the framework of this paper. 

Figure 1. AREVA Fatigue Concept. 

The available fatigue evaluation methods (see right branch in the scheme of Figure 1) can principally be 

split up in three steps: 

• Step 1: Simplified Fatigue Estimation (SFE) 

Simple estimations of fatigue relevance of real loads for components are based on thermal 

mechanical considerations using the equation of ideal thermally constrained strains. A basic 
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decision about fatigue relevance (yes/no) for the monitored position is made. In case of fatigue 

relevance a further evaluation is proposed according to step 2. 

• Step 2: Fast Fatigue Evaluation (FFE) 

A design code conforming (cumulative) usage factor U is calculated in a highly automated way 

based on the simplified elasto-plastic fatigue analysis route of relevant design codes. The 

measurement sections are implemented at the proximity of a fatigue relevant component at the 

outer surface of the adjacent pipe or directly on elbows. Usually, the points of interest are at the 

inner surface of the component. Therefore, the calculated temperature at the inner surface of the 

pipe will be transferred to the inner surface of the component. The thermal load cycles are well 

known after that step and the stress time history is calculated with the Green’s function approach. 

This approach deals with one unit (elementary) transients of +100 K/s, which is used to scan the 

original temperature time history at each time step. By means of elementary transients, stresses 

are calculated at all fatigue relevant locations which are monitored. Pressure cycles as well as 

section forces and moments will also be evaluated based on the Green’s function approach. 

• Step 3: Detailed Fatigue Calculation (DFC) 

In this case, fatigue analysis is based on a set of model transients from a catalogue (see 

Figure 1.  

The fatigue analysis for primary circuit components is based on design codes such as the ASME 

code. Fatigue calculations are usually carried out as simplified elasto plastic or elasto plastic 

analyses based on appropriate material models. Note that environmentally assisted fatigue (EAF) 

is considered both in step 2 and step 3 approaches according to the latest international guidelines, 

cf. US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2007), Chopra and Stevens (2014). 

FAST FATIGUE EVALUATION 

Fast Fatigue Evaluation was developed by AREVA to directly process the temperature measurements 

recorded by a fatigue monitoring system, and calculate the stress tensor histrory and cumulated usage 

factor on component locations. 

As basis a one-time used finite element model of the monitored component is generated (nozzle, heat 

exchanger, flange, etc). A unit transient is used as reference temperature impulse and thermal field in the 

structure is calculated. Subsequently, the thermal stresses are calculated by a linearly elastic structural 

analysis for typical fatigue relevant locations. The calculated stress components are the responses to a 

reference load characterized by a temperature rate of change and a thermal amplitude refT∆ . 

Measured temperature at the outer surface of the pipe is read step by step. A comparison of the 

measurement and temperature response resulting from the reference thermal impulse is done. As 

assumption FFE should be used to solve linear problem. In this way the heat equation leading the 

conduction phenomena can be written in form a linear homogenous partial differential equation. 

Superposition principle will be used to express the outer temperature as a linear combination of the 

response to the reference thermal impulse. Thus inner temperature profile can be approximate. 

The inside temperature calculated in a previous step is scanned step by step. Between two time steps, the 

temperature difference is interpreted as a unit transient iT∆ . The amplitude of which is compared to the 

reference unit transient of amplitude . Because of linearity in the thermal stress calculation, the 

comparison between the measured amplitude and the reference one gives a coefficient to apply to the 

reference stress matrix to obtain the stress contribution resulting from the thermal load at the calculated 

time. The time dependant- stress components are then obtained by the summation of all these single 

contributions. 

The process is also completely automated within the FFE program. The full stress matrix references have 

to be calculated in the initialisation stage in a FE program. The results are then added into the database of 

FFE: it is the pre-processing work. In a next step the calculation at the selected locations can be 
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processed. In a few minutes, thermal loads and stress components of the entire operating cycles are 

calculated. 

If information on the time dependent pressure, or piping section forces and moments are available based 

on operational instrumentation, the resulting mechanical stress components can be calculated equally by 

means of FFE (scaling of unit loads). Thermal and mechanical stress components are added and the 

equivalent stress ranges are calculated. The use of a rain-flow algorithm will classify the stress ranges, a 

code conforming comparison with the fatigue curves will give the fatigue level of the selected locations. 

Finally, if the calculated fatigue usage factor is lower than the allowable limit, the fatigue check will be 

successfully finished. If not, further analyses will be performed according to the detailed code based 

fatigue. 

APPLICATION TO A SURGE LINE 

The surge line

The surge line is an important component in the primary circuit of a PWR, binding the pressurizer to the 

hot leg of a main cooling line, see Figure 2. The surge line is filled with two fluids, one at pressurizer 

temperature, the other at hot leg temperature. Flow-rate is depending of operating conditions and can lead 

depending of the situation to cold thermal shocks, hot thermal shocks and stratification states. Transient 

specification for such a component is a complex engineering task with conservative simplification 

assumptions leading to an over estimation of the usage factor. This component should show based on an 

example how FFE can improve the quality and evaluation efficiency of the usage factor. 

Figure 2. Surge Line location on a Konvoi NPP. 

Methodology

The objective of the work was to test and compare the Fast Fatigue Evaluation (FFE) methodology on a 

complex component under realistic loading conditions. In this way a reference geometry was chosen. A 

surge line design of a KWU nuclear power plant, see Figure 2, fully instrumented with the FAMOSi 

system was taken as reference for these simulations. On such a component three FAMOSi measurement 

sections were used to be installed. This instrumentation gives an important information on real operating 

conditions and can be compared to the design transients. As FAMOSi just gives a thermal information it 

was decided to calculate the temperature field in the surge line during a start up (about 24hours) in 

nuclear operating conditions with a CFD simulation. Simulated results and measurements were compared, 
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both profiles are close to another. This thermal simulation confirmed the test campaigns led in the past, 

and the high sensitivity of the FAMOSi system. 

The CFD simulation will be used as verification case, temperature and stress tensor will be calculated on 

every node of an ANSYS FE model. With the CFD simulation, temperature at typical FAMOSi 

measurement locations will be read and used as virtual measurements, cf. Figure 4. These measurements 

will be used as FFE input. Thermal stress tensor will be calculated with FFE on some relevant locations 

(elbow of the surge line) and be compared with the ANSYS results. 

A solution of the inverse problem of conduction of heat was presented in the case of plug flow transient in 

a previous paper cf. Jouan et al. (2013). A similar approach was developed by AREVA in case of 

stratification and is being to be validated on a CFD calculation. This methodology will not be presented in 

this paper and as hypothesis the inner surface temperature corresponding to the measurement sensor will 

be input in FFE. In this way comparison of results will provide deviation between established FE 

calculation and the presented innovative Fast Fatigue Evaluation methodology without consideration of 

any uncertainties due to the solve of the inverse heat equation. 

Creation of the verification calculation

For verification of the presented methodology an established FE- calculation with ANSYS was performed 

on the selected geometry. As the surge line is bounded and filled by fluid coming from pressurizer and 

main cooling line sides, thermo hydraulic consideration along of this component is quite complex to 

determinate. To design and verify the integrity of the surge line enveloping transients in form and 

occurrences are used. Such of these transients could have been chosen to create a verification calculation, 

but is was decided at the beginning of our project to highlight the local monitoring philosophy and verify 

that measurements are corresponding to real loading happening in the component. Based on a long 

monitoring history on the German plants, operating signals like flow rate, full-stand, fluid temperature (at 

some location) are recorded on FAMOSi system at the same time than thermocouples measurement.  

Based on these measurement a realistic start-up loading conditions was simulated with ANSYS CFX. 

Boundary conditions were defined and necessary time step was detected. Under the selected configuration 

setup, 24 hours transient simulation ran about 2 months. Temperature distribution in the inside walls 

resulting from the ANSYS CFX was mapped as boundary load for ANSYS thermal calculation. Thermal 

field was then used for stress and deformation calculation in the surge line. Structural model was 

composed of 82320 elements (3D 20 nodes solid 90 / solid 186) for a total of 379680 nodes, cf. Figure 3. 

Displacements of nodes at both extremities of the surge line were fixed. 

Figure 3. FE- Model used for structural calculation
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Calculation with FFE

As a difference with Jouan et al. (2013), the objective of FFE is here to calculate thermal stress on high 

fatigue relevant locations considering the surge line in its totality. On the surge line, three measurement 

sections are used to be installed in German plants: one close to the pressurizer nozzle (MS1), one in the 

bottom horizontal part (MS2), and one close to the main cooling line nozzle (MS3). The measurement 

sections are composed of seven thermo-couples installed on the half circumferential positions (12 o'clock, 

1 o'clock, 2 o'clock, 3 o'clock, 4 o'clock, 5 o'clock and 6 o'clock). Thus stratification phenomena can be 

detected and can be considered in the FFE methodology. Input for FFE are the measurements presented 

on Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Inner temperature at measurement section (Virtual). 

The fatigue relevant locations were determined based on experience, locations close to the elbows of the 

surge line will be monitored. To consider the influence of every part of the surge line on the observed 

locations, decomposition model was studied, one of them is presented on Figure 5. Idea is to perform in 

the initialisation phase several simulations of reference transients. Each of the simulation corresponds to a 

reference transient applied on a sub part of the surge line. For instance an elbow can be splited into seven 

layers, each of them correspond to a FAMOSi thermocouple position. Thermal field and stress are 
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computed in ANSYS for the initialisation, stress tensor ( )zxyzxyzyx σσσσσσ ,,,,,  at the fatigue relevant 

locations is extracted and saved in the FFE software. 

Previously in the case of plug flow transients Jouan et al. (2013) a unique reference transient was applied 

in ANSYS for initialisation. As we now divide the component into several layers, each of the layer being 

independently stimulated by a reference transient, the number of ANSYS simulations during initialisation 

stage is: 

DivisionComponentSimulationANSYS NumberNumber __ =       (1)

On each of these simulations, the stress tensor at the observed location will be extracted and saved in the 

FFE module. During the evaluation each of the reference stress tensor will be scaled by a correlation 

temperature. In the easier way this temperature can be the inner temperature corresponding to a 

measurement thermocouple. 

For complex geometry which are well instrumented the handling management of the reference tensors 

and the correlation with measurement was an issue in order to avoid any mistakes. The problem was 

solved by developing a software module (AFC Editor) based on data-base architecture linking directly 

ANSYS APDL scripts to the FAMOSi measurements. 

Figure 5. Decomposition of the surge line into elementary parts. 

Results

Thermal stress was calculated in the surge line under stratification loading on 5 locations considering the 

monitoring of temperature on three measurement sections. Results presented in this paper was taken close 

to the elbow in the bottom horizontal parts of the pipe, see red point on Figure 5. Thermal stress tensor 

( )zxyzxyzyx σσσσσσ ,,,,,  were calculated on circumferential locations corresponding to the hour 

positions: (12 o'clock, 1 o'clock, 2 o'clock, 3 o'clock, 4 o'clock, 5 o'clock and 6 o'clock). Equivalent stress 

was calculated to compare FFE thermal stress with the ANSYS verification calculation. Rainflow 

counting algorithm was performed and cumulative usage factor plot is also presented for the 3 o'clock 

position on Figure 7. 

The presented results, see Figure 6, were calculated with a decomposition of the surge line into 31 parts. 

Results on all 5 locations are really satisfying. In the case of shape stratification some small disturbances 

in the stress had been noticed on some positions corresponding to the higher temperature amplitude 

separating layer. 

Accuracy of stress results is depending of the division in sub-parts of the surge line. The time-temperature 

field propagation in the surge line was an important help to established the correlation between stress 
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references and measurements. Computation time with FFE for the 24hours start-up transient was done in 

a few seconds. The ratio one hour processing time for one year measurement (pro location) gives the 

tendency for computation time. 
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Figure 6. Equivalent stress on different circumferential positions. 

Figure 7. Exemplary cumulative usage factor at MS2-3’o’clock position.  

Blue: CUF ANSYS; Red: CUF FFE. 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper presented the importance of safety check against cyclic operational loads in NPPs. The staged 

AREVA Fatigue Concept was presented and fatigue check based on real operating loads with the Fast 

Fatigue Evaluation was highlighted. 

The surge line is a component with complex thermo-hydraulic boundary conditions. For these reasons the 

design transients are often specified based on conservative assumptions. Fatigue monitoring allow a 

verification of specified transients by tracking of the real thermal load on the component. R&D activities 

was focused on the upgrade of FFE to calculate thermal stress under stratification loading conditions. 

A one-time used finite element model has to be built to calculate the stress response for several reference 

temperature impulses. The number of simulations during the initialisation phase depends of the expected 

degree of resolution and number of thermocouple measurements. A module ''AFC Editor'' was developed 

to automate the link between ANSYS scripts, ANSYS results and FAMOSi measurements. 

Equivalent stress and cumulative usage factor calculated on the horizontal part of the surge line were 

calculated with FFE and compared to a verification example based on a CFD calculation. Results are 

really satisfying (about 5\% discrepancy on equivalent stress peaks) and allow the processing of very long 

period (processing of one year measurement in about 1 hour calculation time). 

This process open the possibility to know structural information of complex components that were until 

now calculated based on assumptions and not on real historic loads. 
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